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A class of spatial growth models, including reversible nearest-particle systems as special cases, 
is defined via the range of an underlying random walk. Lower and upper bounds for the survival 
probability are established under various assumptions. The proofs rely on potential theoretic 
results for the random walk. 
nearest-particle systems * range of a random walk * birth and death * survival probability * 
Dirichlet principle 
1. Introduction 
Nearest-particle systems, introduced by F. Spitzer in 1977 [1 I], describe the evolution 
of the distribution of particles on the l-dimensional lattice 2’. To be more precise, 
there are two possible phases at each site x E Z’, denoted by 0 and 1. The 1 may 
be interpreted as there is a particle at the site and 0 means this site is vacant. The 
transitions from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0, taking place at the site x, may be interpreted 
respectively as the birth and death of the particle. The name of this system comes 
from the fact that the birth rate at the site x depends on the distances from x to 
the nearest particles on the left and right. The death rates are usually taken to be 
one only for convenience. According to the number of l’s, the processes are classified 
into two categories, finite systems or infinite systems. One elegant result is that a 
finite system is reversible if and only if the birth rate can be written as 
P(/, r) = mkw 
PU+ 4 
for lsI,r<oo, 
j3il,m)=p(I), p(oO,r)=p(r) forlCl,r<cso, 
P@P)=O, 
(1) 
where 1 and r are the distances to the nearest particle on the left and right and /3(l) 
is a positive function on (1,2,. . . } such that Cr=, p(l) < 00. Intensive studies of the 
nearest-particle system have involved renewal theory, the Dirichlet principle, etc. 
It turned out to be one of the few interacting particle systems which has been well 
understood. For a recent account see Chapter 7 of [4]. 
Since the nearest-particle system is a very s uite ~at~ra~ to
e concept to include more general models without loss of the original 
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flavor. Some attempts have been made (see 123 and 193 for examples), but none of 
them has essentially changed the nature of l-dimension. Interesting eneralizations 
should come from finding analogous ystems in higher dimensions. Suggested by 
the fact that for finite reversible nearest-particle systems the birth rate is the ratio 
of the measures of two relevant sets (see p. 3 18 of [4] for details), a model may be 
constructed by defining an appropriate reversible measure first. Models constructed 
in this way are automatically reversible and the Dirichlet principle for reversible 
Markov chains plays an important role in the analysis. T. . Liggett studied some 
examples in [6,7,8]. 
In this paper we will introduce so-called generalized nearest-particle systems. 
Disregarding a constant factor, we may view the reversible measure of a finite 
(reversible) nearest-particle system as the probability of an event related to a 
right-drift random walk on 2’ (P( m, n) = 0, for m 2 n). Replacing this special 
random walk by a general one, we obtain a reversible measure for iinite subsets of 
Zd. In this way we generalize nearest-particle systems to higher dimensions and, 
furthermore, prove that the generalized model also exhibits phase transition and 
shares the same critical value with l-dimensional nearest-particle systems. The next 
section describes the new model and presents the main results. Section 3 and Section 
4 are devoted to proofs of the theorem and a lemma. The lemma, used in Section 
3, is about random walks on 2’. An easy proof of a weak upper bound is presented 
in Section 5. 
escriptioo of the model and main results 
Let S,,S,,S, ,... be a random walk on ZJ and P”( 0) and E” be the probability 
and expectation ofsome quantity related to the random walk starting at X. Its range 
R, is the random subset {SO, S, , &, . . . , S,,) of Z”. Take a random walk 
which is nondegenerate in the sense that 
i CPYR,=A~O 
n=O x 
for any finite subset A c 2’. Let h E ii+. Taien we define for any AC Zd, 
?r(A) = AI~I-* f Z: P”(Rn =A), 
n=O x 
where IAl is the cardinality of the set A. Define transitions rates 
1 ifB=A\x and XEA, 
)/r(A) ifB=Au{x} and xt~A, 
0 otherwise. 
recess 0 nite subsets of 
on Zd 
(2) 
m-8 
( 1 3 
will be treated later). 
“(v(x) =I 1), the newly defined 
dentifyying +q E (0, I}“’ 
arkov process may be viewed as a 
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space-time evolution of finitely many particles on Z”, and denoted by q,, or 
In the rest of this paper this JdenGfication will fie 
mention. Since the reversible measure in (3) a 
transition rates are translation invariant, the process induces a Markov process on 
the quotient class 1 finite su ts of .Z’ conjugated by translations (see p. 3 19 
of [a] for details). induced rkov process, inheriting all information except 
location, will be also; call a generalized nearest- article system. It should be clear 
from the context what is 
The Markov process defined in the previous paragraphs is indeed a generalization 
of nearest-particle systems. To see this, let d = 1, P(O,O) = 0, and P(0, 4) = 0, 
B(O,k)>Ofork=1,2,... In this case, it is exactly a firLAte reversible nearest particle 
system. The simple random walk is excluded by (2). owever, there are many 
random walks satisfying (2). 
Note that ~(0) = 0; 0 is a (and the only) trap of the process. As usual, the first 
question to be answered is what is the probability that the process” will escape from 
the trap 0 if the initial state is a singleton, i.e. initially there is one particle somewhere 
(say the origin) and all other sites are vacant. If A, # Q) for all t > 0, then lim,,, lAtl = 
00. So it is reasonable to regard possible explosions as escaping from the trap 8. 
The probability p(h) = P{‘}{A, # 0 for all t 3 0) is called the survival probability. To 
see what conclusions we may draw from a general situation and what we may be 
able to prove, we shall first study a simple example. 
Example. Take a random walk on 2’ with the increment X = I with probability p, 
and X= -1 with probability 4 = 1 -p. Although this random walk is excluded by 
(2) as we mentioned before, we believe this is the only case for which we can 
compute 7r( l ) explicitly. First of all, n(A) = 0 if A is not an “interval” {a, a + 
1 9*..9 a + k} for some a, k We shall assume that from state {a, a t- %, . . . , a + k} the 
next possible states are {a-l,a,a+l,..., a+k}, {a,a+l,..., a+k,a+k-+l}, 
{a+l,ai=2 ,..., a+k}, {a,a+l, . . . . a -I- k - 1). Then by translation invariance we 
only need to compute w( l ) for (0, 1,2,. . . , IV} which will be denoted by [0, 
brevity. We have 
Z CP”( 
hN(N+I) ifc=Y==& 
r([O, N-0 = A N 
n=O x ifF=-\ , % 
P 
where 
a birth-death process on (0, f3 2 sta 
ho=& hN =2 9 
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death rate 
II , = 
I 1 1, pN”2 ifNz2, 
and 
p(A)= 
2 
2+X”,=, l/(dCO, ND’ 
It is easy to see when p = q =~thatp(h)=Oifh~1andp(h)>OifA>1.Secondly, 
note ]A,, -1]~2(N+2)‘p~ when p>q, 
. P(A) . 2 
,‘!%i==,I!:+2(A-*)+(A-1)x(p-qj,ANA, 
2 2 
=(p-q) limN& 1’/& =G* 
This shows that p(A) is right differentiable at A = 1 when p > q. The slope of p(A) 
at A = l+ is proportional to l/( p - q), increasing to 00 as &, qf$. In particular, 
when p=q=i, 
, 
Motivated by this example, our main result is the following analogue to the theory 
of nearest-particle systems (Theorem of [5, p. 5073). 
Thtorem A. (1) p(Aja(A-1)/A. 
(2) P,ssume X, are i.i.d. S, = So+ X, + * * * + X,. In addition to the nondegeneracy 
in (2) we assume EIX13<oo. 
(2a) If EX = 0, then p(A) = 0 for A s I, and 
p(A)+ logy 
[ 1 
-1 
forA>l. 
(2b) IfEXfO,thenp(A)~C(A-1)forA>1,andp(A)=OforA~1. 
he survival probability p(A) is an increasing function of A and A, = 
inf’{A: p(A)) 0) is called the critical point or the critical value. If p(A ) - C( A - A,)P 
for some p, the j3 is called the critical exponent. he theorem shows that the 
critical value is 1 and the critical exponent, if it exists, is 1 for the case that EX p4 0. 
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roof of Theorem A 
By applying the Dirichlet principle, a variational expression of the survival probabil- 
ity has been obtained (in Theorem 3.6 of [6]): 
where II = (h(h : {unite subsets of 2”) + [0, I], ft(O) = 0, Jim &if h(A) = 1). 
n+oo (Al=n 
Proof of (1). Suppose AZ, A3,. . . , AlAl are distinct translates of A, and all Ai’s 
contain the origin. Then 
I4 
i:, r(Ai) = h’A’-’ C 11 I’“( R, = Ai) = A’ A’-’ C C C P”( R, = A.) J 
i m x imj 
= IAJh’A’-’ C 1 P”( R, = Aj). 
im 
Take an h E II and let C, =CIAlzk h(A)P’(R, = A for some m)* Then, 
05A z ZA Ih(N - h(A\xH2 
=O?A A ‘A’-1 C P”UL = A) EA [h(A) - h(A\x)l’ “8 
= F Ak-’ r: CPO(Rm 
h-l I .t -1. ,n,-” * 
= 4 EA IMA) - W\x)12 
2 kif, Ak-’ ,Ek c P”(Rm = A, R,_, # A) C [h(A) - h(A\x)]’ 
m XL A 
5 i Ak-’ 1 C CP”(R,=A,R,_,=f3)[h(A)-h(B)]2. 
k=l IAl=k IBI=k-I m 
Note that 
C C ~P”(R,=A,R,_,=B)=L 
(A(=k (R(=k-I m 
We continue our argument by applying Jensen’s inequality and the right hand term 
in the last sequence of inequahties is bounded below by 
$ Ak-’ C 
k=l 
1 C P’(R,, = A, R,,_! = B)[h(A)-- h(3)1)1 
(A(-k IBj=k-I an 
= f hk-‘(Ck -c,_,)’ 
k=l 
(by Schwarz ine 
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A-l 
3 - 
A 
(since C, = 0, and lim C, = 1). 
k-co 
Since h is arbitrary, we conclude that p(h) a (A - 1)/A. 
FrofDf of (2). suppose Sk = <SF’9 sp’, . . . , Si”) is a random walk on Z’! Then its 
projection to ith coordinate Sii’, S:“, . . . , S’,“, . . . are random walks on Z’. Choose 
j such that ES’,” # 0 if ES, # 0 and arbitrarily if ES, = 0. If A = {S,,, S, , Sz9.. . , S,} 
we define 
diam(A) = max Sy’ - min Sy). 
Osksn Osksn 
In the following argument we will concentrate on this specially chosen component 
and the proof is essentially one-dimensional. Define for A > 1, 
0 if A is a singleton, 
h(A) = dirt(A) 1 
h” I 
; 
L if diam(A) 3 1. (9 
II=1 nZr A” 
Then, 
= ,fo kf, C dAN-WA) - &‘Wdl* 
d ,jto kt, C?ro( ~;;‘$)*~ 
where the third sum on the last two lines is taken over all possible subsets A satisfying 
{-SO,I}cAc{-k,O,1,2 ,..., 1) or 
{O,I,I+k}~A~{O,1,2 ,..., &l+k). 
Define 
@,k = c c p”({-k, 0, 1) c Rn = t-s 0, 192, l l * , I)), 
b,,k=;; ~x({O,~,f+ir}c~,c{O, 1,2 ,..., !,l+k}). 
n x 
Then c R(A) is bounded above by A’+‘(qk + 9k). To finish the proof we need a 
lemma. Its proof is postponed to Section 4. 
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Let us finish the proof of (2b), assuming that EX Z 0 and E/Xl’ < 00. Continuing 
the estimation of P(A), we have, 
It can be shown by changing (5) slightly that p(A) = 0 for A s 1 and this completes 
the proof of (2b). (2a) is proved similarly by defining 
0 if A is a singleton, 
dia?A) 1 00 1 
- c- if diam(A) a 1. “=I nh” l ,,=I rd.” 
4. Proof of tine Lemma 
We will prove one half (6,$) of this lemma and obtain the other half (qk) by 
replacing X by -X. To simplify notation we adopt following abbreviations through 
this section: 
[O, I] = {0,1,2, . . LI , I}, 
[lt!],!+k=(l,2,3,...,1,1+k}, 
F”=C PX(R,/={O, l,.. ., l,l+k)), 
n 
A= f (P(Q,m)+P(m,O)), 
m=k 
rA = min {n: sn @ A), 
P>(y) = P”($, = y, rA -= a). 
co er (i exe an ay vary from 
line to line. Tracing the random walk, we decompose bLk into six pieces according 
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to the order of visits to 0, 1, I + k, namely, 
I-I 
b,,k = 1+ c P;,.,-,,(o) fyo, r- ~u)~to. r]u+ w’+k 
.I-= I > 
( 
I-I 
+ 1+ c ~;,.t-,]w ~~o,,-,,~~+~~~~~~-*~.r+k(~)~’ 
x= 1 > 
( 
I-l 
+ 1+ c q,. ,-,,U) pt,, ,](OP~O. rju+ w’+” 
x= 1 1 
( 
I-I 
+ 1+ c ~;,,I-,]u) P~,,,,(~+k)PI~~~.,+k(~)F* 
.v= I > 
( 
t-1 
+ 1+ c ~;,.,-,,u+ w P[:,l;-,,.,+k(O~P~o,r- ,,.r +kw 
x= I ) 
I-l 
1+ c q-T,r-,,(~+ k) f$;.:-,,.,+kuP~ ,.,]., +kuw*. 
.A-= I > 
0% 
Case 1. EX > 0. A random walk with finite first moment on Z’ is transient if and 
only if EX # 0. In this case 1, P”( S, = y) < 43 for any X, y E 2’. Therefore 
FO=C P”(R,c{O, l,‘.., r,r+k))s 1 c PO(S, = y) G cr, 
n y-c[O./],/+k n 
and for any x E [0, I], 
P,“,,,,(I+k)~ ; C P(S, =y)P(y, l+k)s CA. 
y=o n 
Secondly, by Theorem 8.4.4 of [I], 
F’+k = E’*kqo.,l,,+k < Ei+Pr,_r,,+al<q 
F’s=_ P’(S,, = l+k)F’+” + E’~~_,.~,<ax 
” 
introduce M = min{S,, S, ) . . . , S,, . . .} (see p. 206 of [lo]). Then E(M(” <a~ if and 
only if Cy=, nk+’ P (0, -n) c a0 (p. 209 of [lo]). To insure that EM2 is finite we need 
the assumption of existence of third moment. For any A c [ 1, a~) and x > 0, 
P”(S:, =Q)6p”(S, =0, for some n) 
s P”(S, GO, for some n) 
EjMl EM’ 
= P”(Ms-A+----- or - 
X x2 * 
In particular, 
c 
&!,(O), ~t;:_,].,+do)~~‘~ $,4].,, k(O), P[,.r,.r+k(o) 4 -g 
and 
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Finally, 
Similarly, P&I,l+k(0) =Z CA. So far we have established upper bounds for aii terns 
in (6) except P~b-#, P~&~.~+d0, P~~AM~.I+~ (l), P;o’: -,],,+k( I), for which 1 is an 
upper bound. Now assemble all observations together. tie get the following bounds 
for the terms in (6), arranged in the order in which they appear in (6), namely 
+CCAlC 
C 
+IiCAC 
C 
+lCA~Cl 
C 
+(l+CA* I)imin(l,CA) C 
C 
+(l+CA-l)min(l,CA)~Cl 
s CA. 
Case 2. EX < 0. The proof is paralid to the above proof. So we just write down 
the last line and omit all tedious verifications. We have 
C 
b,,, =G ITI. CACl 
C 
+‘(l+k)’ “” 
C 
+CCAI+kCl 
+c C ci_ Cl 
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Case 3. EX = 0. In view of (6) it is clear that the conclusion will follow if we can 
show that 
(C) FO, F’, F’+k < Cl. 
A random walk on an interval was extensively studied in Chapter V of [lo]. Those 
results naturally fit our question about a random walk on an interval with an isolated 
point attached. It is assumed through that chapter that EX = 0 and E]X]’ c 00. Let 
us begin by restating some notation (p. 238 of [lo]) and results (T22.1, P22.5, P22.6) 
from that chapter. Put 
7 = min{n: S, ti [O, l]}, 
g,(x, y) = E”(number of visits to y before exiting [0,1]) 
=CP”(S,=y,n<T)GC(l+min(x,y,I-x,/-y)), 
” 
R,(x,s)=P”(S,=l+s), 
R,(x)= f R,(x,s)<min 
s = I 
Similarly, let 7’= min{ n: S, tZ [1,1]}, 
L&x, l)= P”(S,*=O)amin 1, C ( 7). 
Now we proceed to verify the bounds on (A), (R), (C). We have 
(Cl) F’+& = 1 i P(O,O)F'+" + i P(I+ k, x) i g(x, y)+ R,(x, k)F'+& , 
x=0 y=o I 
d 
l+C~=,P(f+k,x)C(i-xji 
CT= 1 m x) s Cl, 
,(o, k)F’+k 4 Cl + Cl, 
032) 
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P:;*‘;_ ,,,r +dO = w+ k 0 + WA wti,L,.i+ku) 
I-I 
+ z W+W~ r-b, 
X=0 
I)+ K-,(x, k+ W’;;,:-l,,,+&)). 
(B3) 
(Al) 
(A2) 
P;,,tl( I + k) s PI’,,,]( E + k) s CA, 
P;:.t,,.,+#) s P[&,.,+kU) s CA, 
Pp,,-,,(I) = RI-JO, 1) s R,-,(O) +, 
(A3) P; I,,,., +&I) = &,,U, l)+ R,,,,,(t W’tth,t+xW+ 
The verifications for F’, PFO.,,(l+ k), P~$.,l,l+k(0), Pt,,,I(0), P&.r_11(1+ k), and 
P~,,l_lI,l+k(Z) are almost identical with (C2), (Bl), (B2), (Al), (Al), and (A3), and 
hence are omitted here. This completes the lengthy proof of the bound for 61.k. 
5. Appendix 
We present here a weak upper bound for p(h) for following reasons: (I) it is our 
original goal to connect the critical behavior to the transience or recurrence of the 
underlying random walk, (2) it does not require any moment assumption, and (3) 
the proof is simpler. However, this proof does not give the better bound in part 
(2b) of Theorem A. Recall that a random walk is strongly transient if Cfn < 1 and 
Cn*fn<5Y)wherejf,=P0(S,#0, §2#0,...,§n-,#0,S,,=O) (p.34of[3]). 
If the underlying random walk is strongly transient, then 
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The upper bound of the survival probability is estimated in Corollary 3.I3 
of [6]: m 
[ 1 
-1 
PW== c 6’ 9 
n=l 
(7) 
where 
vn= C m(ph) = nh”-’ C C P’(R, = A). 
IAI=n,OcA m IAl=n 
So we have to compute wn first. It turned out to be extremely difficult to find an 
explicit expression or a useful upper bound for Tn. To get around this we will prove 
that strong 
c 
m 
Hence 
transience implies that 
P”(]&$G n)G Cn. (8) 
n 
c 
nk -sCn for n-1,2,3 ,.... 
k=l khk-’ 
With these constraints the minimum of c,“=, I/rk is ckN,I l/CkAk-’ by elementary 
. analysis. Let .!V+~; we conclude that 
“1 O” 1 c -2 c 
k=l nk k=l Ckh”-” 
Tl=n, by (V, 
Return to t 
random wa 
he proof of (8). There is stationary process {Zn) associated with the 
Ik (see p. 39-40 of [IO]), 
z, = I if S, Z: Sm+k for all k 2 1, 
0 if&=S,,,+kforsomek~l. 
Let Tn=min{~:Zo+Z,+~~*+Z,~n}.Then 
r,,l~ 5 i+n, and CP’(lR,,,ISn)sC P’(Tn+I-l~m)~ETn+,-I. 
k=l m m 
So it suffices to 
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Note that xi 2 1 for i 3 2 and xl a 0 (x, is 0 when .?I,= 1). 
ET,,= i 2. P(T,=I) 
/=I 
=~“‘~bx.+xx,+~~~+x”)~B~x,,x,,...,x”) 
XI x,, 
The case that xl = 0 is relatively easy to deal with. For xl 2 1, we extend 2, by 
stationarity to 10 = -1, -2,. . . . Decompose the event (x, , x2,. . . , x,,) according to 
the first 1 in the negative direction, 
( x1, x2, . . . . Xn)=,,~~+,(09h,X2 9...9 %I 
I 
where 
wv2,..., x,)n(O, h’,xz ,..., x,)=0 if hi;h’. 
We have 
4) 
o;I 1 XjP(Xl,X2,..*,Xj)=XiP(O,X2r.*.*Xi)+ 1 2 XiP(O, k, X2, * *s 3 Xj) 
x, =Q x,=1 /r=x,+l 
=XiP(O,X2,*.., Xi)+ i h’XiP(O,h,X*,*..,Xi) 
b = 2 
* h’+xf 
SXiP(O,X2,*..,Xj)+ C ---Q(o,h,x2 ,..., xi) 
I1 = I 2 
and then 
ET, S ET,+ i C * . . 1 f Xi. P(O, X2, s a s 3 Xi) 
i=2 x2 x, - , .I, = I 
- P(0, h, X2) . . . , Xi) 
=ET,+(n-1)E(T21ZQ=l)+(n-l)E(T;l&,=1). 
From the stationarity of Z,, one can easily verify tkai 
ET,<oo e E(T$?‘,,=~)-L 
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We shall prove the finiteness of ET’, under the assumption of strong transience 
and get the right-hand side for free. To see this, let fn = P”( S1 # 0, S, # 0, . . . , S,-, # 
0, S, = 0). We have Cfn c 1 and C n - fn < 00 by strong transience. Also, 
ET,= f P(&=Z,=* l l =Z,=O) 
n=O 
<EPO(S,=Oforsome m>n+l) 
” 
. . 
> 
emark. It was pointed out by T.M. Liggett that EX # 0 also implies (8). Therefore, 
in Theorem B the assumption of strong transience can be replaced by transience if 
the dimension of the random walk is 1, 2, 5, or larger. We believe that (8) is valid 
for any transient random walk. We further conjecture that Cm P’((R,I = n) G C, but 
we have not been abie to prove it. 
This is a part of my PhD thesis at UCLA. I would like to thank my adviser, Professor 
T.M. Liggett, for suggesting the study of this interesting problem and for his help 
and encouragement during this work. 
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